**Shivram Complex Burglary Case solved - 13 arrested:**

On 15/03/2015 a written complaint was received at PS Aberdeen from Shri S.M. Kumaresan, Proprietor SPS Finance Shivram Complex, Port Blair stating that, on (15/03/2015) at about 0930 hrs when opened his shop he found that somebody has made a hole from the top of his shop by breaking the cemented roof sheets and taken away the Gold ornaments of 612 persons weighing around 5.4 Kilograms (Approx. value Rs. 1.30 Crores) by breaking the locker of his shop during night.

On the basis of above complaint a case vide Crime No. 140/2015 dated 15/03/2015 U/s 457/380 IPC was registered at PS Aberdeen and the investigation was taken up by Inspector Sanjay Kumar, SHO PS Aberdeen. During the course of investigation one suspect namely Karpuswamy was apprehended who was seen roaming in the Shivram Complex area on the fateful day. On sustained interrogation followed by CDR analysis, he finally disclosed about his involvement in the crime and disclosed the identity of all other accused persons involved in the crime. Thirteen (13) accused persons have been arrested from Port Blair and Chennai and stolen gold ornaments weighing around 3.2 Kgs, Cash Rs.2,41,000/- and other valuable items have been recovered from the possession of the above accused persons. All the accused persons are in Judicial Custody.